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IQ Metadata Manager
IQ Metadata Manager helps enterprises unlock their data by uniting 
metadata domain categories in a single place to create a real-time view 
of all of your information. Create a standardized glossary & data catalog. 
Improve data visibility for data preparation and analysis. Discover how 
you can take advantage of more opportunities with the industry’s leading 
metadata tool.

Manage your data, 
gain an advantage
With the IQ Metadata Manager tool, your enterprise will always 

work with the highest quality data possible. IQ Metadata Manager 

enables you to scan metadata from all available data systems 

across cloud and on-premises, document and standardize the 

business view of data to define glossary terms, and apply data 

intelligence to enrich and derive relationships not obvious in the 

raw metadata.

IQ Metadata Manager empowers every team across your 

enterprise with the information and data they need, at the exact 

time they need it, with the right tools to make the right decisions.

InQuisient brings metadata domain categories together  
to create a single source of data truth

Business Terminology 

IQ Metadata Manager documents and 
standardizes business terminology  
and creates relevant glossaries accordingly, 
defining terms, concepts, relationships,  
and processes across the entire enterprise. 
The result is a consistent, continuously 
updated single source of data truth  
that creates clarity, enables efficiencies,  
and empowers team members.

Data Modeling 

IQ Metadata Manager maps business 
terminology to the storage locations  
where technical data  information is stored 
or transmitted and generates intuitive  
logical and physical data models that 
help users more effectively visualize and 
understand information. With IQ Metadata 
Manager, your team can always see, know 
and take action from a place of knowledge.
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About InQuisient 

InQuisient is a comprehensive enterprise strategic planning and data 

management solution that unifies hybrid data integration and metadata 

management, enterprise architecture and technology asset management, 

portfolio and project management, risk modeling and process optimization in 

one easy-to-use platform. For more information, please call 888-230-2181 or 

visit InQuisient.com.

Request  
Your Demo 
  

A smarter way of planning, changing, 

transforming, and managing is within reach. 

Experience the power of InQuisient tools 

and platform to see why we’re the trusted 

partner to deliver results for enterprises 

across the federal and commercial sectors.

Contact our team today to schedule your 

demo info@inquisient.com. 

Empower Your  
Entire Team 

Integrated & Scalable 

Enterprise MDM

Directors Architects Managers Executives

Advanced Analytics  

& Visualizations

Create a Standardized 

Glossary & Data Catalog

Single Source  

of Data Truth

Self-Service Platform  

for All Stakeholders

Data Quality  

& Governance

Improve ROI  

& Reduce Costs

Accelerate Digital 

Transformation

InQuisient’s IQ Metadata Manager ensures that every member of your enterprise gains a complete 

understanding of your data landscape to better prioritize datasets and make faster, more accurate 

decisions. Minimize disruption, maximize opportunities, support your evolving business objectives 

with a revolutionary metadata management tool.

How Your Enterprise Benefits 
IQ Metadata Manager unites metadata domain categories in a single place to give you 
a competitive edge. Find out how you can make the right decisions at the right time 
with a powerful metadata tool. 

Master Data 

Management

Data Privacy  

& Relational Controls


